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About This Game

The era of bland, uneventful sims is over. Derail Valley is a train simulator focused on immersion, career gameplay and player
freedom. Operate controls with your own hands, go anywhere, choose jobs and deliver a variety of cargo between industries in a

vast open world!

Shunt or haul dozens of cargo types modeled after a realistic industry chain, spread across 256 km². Use the hard earned money
to unlock licenses, refuel and service locomotives, or even buy new ones! Beware, trains can derail spectacularly if driven

recklessly.
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Derail Valley is developed by a small team, with full VR and nonVR support and represents a major upgrade to the award-
winning 2016 prototype.
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Title: Derail Valley
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Altfuture
Publisher:
Altfuture
Release Date: 25 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 64-bit

Processor: Intel i5-7500 or equivalent, SSE4 support

Memory: 12 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 760 (VR: GTX 1070)

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: Best experienced in VR (Vive, Rift, WMR)

English
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It's a good game and I like the story but there were a few mistakes in the English translation (I could still read it though).. As of
writing this, I'm on Mission 10 so I have yet to see everything, but what I have seen is phenomenal.
- Controller support is slick and responsive
- The weather system works great and has legitimate impact on the missions
- The visuals are gorgeous
- Runs smoothly at 1440p
- Soundtrack holds up compared to past titles
- The story is cheesy as hell

Everything is pointing to a return to form for the Ace Combat series.

NOTE: stick/throttle review bombers are morons.
. Delightfully bizarre.. This game is so much fun and super addicting. It is relaxing and cute and I just love it. Time just flies by
as you play. If you love plants, definitely get this game.. Inevitability is a space exploration game where you are given a ship and
essentially set free. You can do the game-given quests or just run around shooting ships to get better ships. It could use some
polishing, especially in explaining how game mechanics work as I don't understand things like how to heal my ship, but it has
some cool features like planet mining. My favorite part thus far is ship combat as you can dance circles around ships that don't
have tons of drones and lasers shooting at you, and as you pick the opponent apart you will see parts of the ship break off for
you to collect. It's only $5 and goes on sale often.. A silly, very short, fun bit of fanservice. 10\/10 puddings.

Proceed to ask and answer a few questions from Neppy, such as "What is your underwear size?" and then it's all over within 10
minutes.
I did enjoy it but I would only recommend this DLC to the most hardcore Neptunia otakus, (such as myself that will freely
throw money at anything Neptunia related) or those who waifu the protagonist of protagonists, otherwise you can skip this one
without missing anything important to the canon story.

I hope they do some more DLC for the other goddess waifus!
*cough* BLANC *cough cough*. MAKE ME A PIZZA!
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Short and sweet with a cute art style and relaxing pace--if you enjoy whimsy with a supernatural side (with an order of coping
with grief) then this is the game for you. I find myself going back to it several times even if it's been completed already on my
end. I hope Bad Chalk continues to make games, or even revisits Corinne's world in the future.. Having worked as an IT zombie,
I know that a bunch of employee's do all kinds of non work related things when nobody is watching, so now it's time to be on
the other side of the desk! It's a very simple game mechanic, but very challenging to NOT GET CAUGHT!

One thing I found while playing this on an airplane, is that headphones make it MUCH easier to hear footsteps, and cart wheels
before getting caught. That said, why was I playing this in public..... What is this crap?
No tutorial, no story, very very very very very (etc.) bad controls, op zombies, unplayable.
Got it for 0.08 euros, but even for free it would be too much to pay. Give me back my 5 minutes of life pl s. Look, I'm not
going to lie. My dad is straight up named Craig.

No Joke.

I will pay 14 pence to any woman, OR MAN, who doesn't ejaculate on to their monitor after playing this game (into your own
eye does count but only for 5 pencce).

Craig fingers me.. I purchased this game very soon after its release. It looked from the videos and screenshots like a fun action
shooter game. I unfortunatley turned out to be wrong. After booting up the game, I played a quick tutuorial mission, in which I
discovered the fidley controls, vague objectives, and confusing camera angles.

Moving around feels floaty, and it is near impossible to have any sort of percession while moving. You can either sit still and
take massive amounts of damage while you fire, or spray and pray, missing every shot. The menu is also very fidley and
sensetive. Trying to select a new minion to purchase requires you to move your mouse very slowly, and you often fly past the
option you want to it just doesn't select when you do eventually reach it.

In the tutorial, I was shown several ships to defeat. I defeated them all (with some effort) and was taken into the first mission. I
was then given nearly no direction whatsoever. I floated off into the endless world with no idea where I was going. An "endless"
world may sound exciting, but it is just a black background with a few stars permanently sitting in the distance. I eventually
doubled back and spoted a hard to see asteroid belt that I needed to follow. This style covers half of the game, and could
possibly be a fun challenge, if the other half wasn't just going to white dots on your map, getting some text, and going to a new
white dot. Both types of gameplay are extremely tedious, and the battles take up very little of the actual gameplay.

This game looked very promising. But after playing it for a short while I realized it needed a lot of work to become what I
would consider a good game. The many glitches (a few of which are gamebreaking), unpolished controls and menus, and the
overall fidley gameplay make this game one I would certainly not recommend.. Unusual but interesting and visually appealing
cosmic particle battle.

New Version 18.05.16:

Hello, we’ve just uploaded a new version of the game, 18.05.16 to itch and Steam. Unfortunately, this version is not compatible
with older saves.

Changes:. Just pushed a quick hotfix:
We just pushed a quick hotfix to our previous build that fixes a couple of minor bugs, the most serious of which was a crash on
the world generator screen caused by a missing font that wasn't uploaded to Steam. Also fixed a couple of crashes related to the
Ordu/Elf Invasion quest.. 17.12.02:
We just pushed a new version of DwarfCorp to Steam and itch.io. After taking a break for Thanksgiving, we decided to roll out
a few new features which have been in testing. Bear with us because new features can often mean new undiscovered bugs!

Bugfixes:. New Version 18.11.21:
I just pushed a new version to Steam and itch.io which fixes some crashes, some of which were caused by the previous update.
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Changes

 Tweak: Add grain to the list of resources that can be blacklisted from a stockpile.

 Crash: fix common crash caused by dwarfs trying to get resources that are already in their inventories. (This was caused
by the changes to the way stockpiles are managed.)

 Crash: fix rare crash during world generation.

 Crash: fix rare crash when 3D primitive drawer overwrites bounds of cached perlin noise texture.

 Crash: fix rare crash when graphics device is disposed as the sky is being generated.

 Crash: break up the code for rendering the world preview in the world generator so that if crashes occur there in the
future error messages are more helpful for debugging.

 Crash: hopefully fix weird crash while pushing participants that are gambling (crash still poorly understood and can't
reproduce).

 Bug: fix the gambling pot getting loaded twice from a save file.

. New Version 19.03.17:
Hi everybody!

There's a new version of DwarfCorp out on Steam and itch. There are more bugfixes in this version, and some better crash
reporting. This version is compatible with older versions of DwarfCorp.

Changes

 Fixed a bug which was causing rail combinations to get placed incorrectly.

 Fix rare crash when loading from a save file and creatures are attempting to fight a creature that is already dead.

 Attempt to fix somewhat common crash where the game resets to the intro state during saving/loading.

 Fix memory leak in save files.

 Fix issue which was causing peace envoys not to work.

 Do not list employees that are on adventures in the employee list. Interacting with them on this screen was sometimes
leading to bugs.

 Fix graphics bug in employee details screen.

 Fix rare crash that happens when attempting to draw the GUI from a game state that has been exited from another
thread.

 Fix subtle bug that was causing some trade goods to disappear when the player had an almost (but not completely) full
stockpile.

. Happy Halloween! Version 17.10.31:
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We just uploaded version 17.10.31 to Steam. This version features a bunch of bug fixes and some new spooky content.

 Bug Fixes. New Version 18.09.23:

Hi everybody, we just pushed a new version of the game to Steam and itch. Again this version is mostly focusing on bugfixes,
though we added a couple of new features. It is compatible with previous saves.

Adventuring Parties. DwarfCorp Hold your butts, it's an unstable update.:
First off in this update, we got some prettier overworld rendering.

Here's what the smallest possible world looks like.

That gargantuan world in the center can take a while to load the first time, so it's not recommended for new players.

Also in this update we got:

 Bug fixes of all kinds.

 New bugs.

 More bug fixes.

 Performance improvements (substantial)

 Performance improvements (minor)

 100% of your daily recommended amount of dorf.

 The new shared overworld stuff is coming together. Right now, that means if you piss off a faction in one colony, and
load another colony on that same overworld...

 We made a massive payment against some tech debt that will finally, after two months of refactoring, allow us to
proceed with some of the things planned for the overworld.

 Found (and fixed!) a problem with the build process that caused old content files to be included with the game. Because
of the moddable data-driven nature of the game, it went ahead and loaded them. Oops. The problem persists for Linux
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64, but is fixed on Windows, Mac, and Linux 32.

. New version 19.03.04:

Hi all, we’ve pushed a new version to Steam and itch. This version should be compatible with older version. This version fixes
some critical bugs, and adds some instrumentation to help us track down the root cause more crashes in the future. As we’ve
been holding off on new features the crashes we’re finding are getting more and more rare, and are harder to reproduce.

Changes

Optimizations to the way dwarfs sense enemies. This should result in a slight performance boost.
Add instrumentation and null checks while generating new worlds. (This is an attempt to find the root cause of a
common crash that hasn’t yet been fixed.)
Fix crash while adventuring dwarfs are attempting to eat.
Introduce an “invalid resource” that will be generated when a resource doesn’t exist in the game’s library (like a
particular kind of dirt, ore, etc.) rather than crashing the game. This will “fix” a few common crashes, but doesn’t
address their root cause (which we haven’t discovered yet).
Clear out bad textures from the texture cache whenever the graphics device gets reset.
Fix minor exploit which allows the player to build at the top layer or on bedrock by holding ALT and using the scroll
wheel.
Fix more rare crashes during world generation.

. Version 19.02.18:
Hello, we've just pushed out a new version to Steam and itch. This version fixes more critical issues and crashes discovered post-
release.

Changes:

Fix bug where upon loading, invalid components could be attached to the root component, causing mayhem.
Add examples for a custom font mod.
Fix bug that caused a crash upon loading a magic object.
Fix bug that caused dwarfs using panacea potion to crash the game.
Fix exploit that allowed dwarfs to mine or farm on top of stockpiles or treasuries.
Fix rare corner case where an item in a stockpile/treasury was destroyed by an environmental effect (like lightning or
fire).
Fix memory leak caused by coin pile graphics getting recreated in treasuries.
Fix numerous issues associated with dwarfs fleeing fires and how this is represented in save files.
Fix crash when attempting to deserialize from a save file whether or not a dwarf is overqualified.
Fix divide by zero crash when attempting to trade items that have no value.
Fix rare crash when trying to deserialize an invalid object from a save file.
Fix rare crash while trying to calculate corner ramps during initial terrain generation.
Fix crash when trying to create a billboard from an invalid texture.
Fix some of the logic in dwarf AI while trying to get back pay after being on strike.
Fix merge issue that erased fancy demon names.
Reorganize world generation code somewhat in an attempt to fix a rare crash.
Fix crash while trying to load files from 19.02.02 that contain MudGolemAI.
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